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The Wiley Ones release new music video on World UFO Day 

 "Dear Mr. UFO Man", - We've been waiting for you. 

 Arizona Hip-Hop Groove band "The Wiley Ones" recently released their brand new music video for 
their track "UFO MAN".  The video was released on World UFO Day.   

 The Phoenix based band worked side by side with Sundawg Media and professional puppet maker and 

puppeteer Dennis Eustace to create an astonishing reproduction of each band member in the form of 20 inch 
tall marionette puppets.   

“It was a group effort.  We gave Dennis photos of each band member, descriptions of our personalities and the 
instruments we play and he built these unbelievable puppets for us,” Lead singer Sam Wiley said.  “After 
extremely long hours of building the set, props, backdrops, sowing the clothes and creating the story board, 
we then had to learn how to be puppeteers.”, Sammy said laughingly.  “I don’t think we had any idea what we 
we’re getting ourselves into, but damn we pulled it off”. 

Track 4 off the newly released record “Kill it with Love”, “UFO MAN” is a story about a man who desperately 
wants a UFO to take him away from this planet to explore the universe, but he can’t leave until he picks up the 
girl he loves.  The song has a positive acoustic hip-hop vibe to it and was written by lead singer/guitarist Sam 
Wiley and produced by multi-platinum producer Gardner Cole. 

With “UFO MAN”, The Wiley Ones wanted to take a controversial topic of discussion and put a positive and 
fun spin on it.  They have strategically placed a few subliminal messages and signs in the video to entice any 
avid UFO enthusiast and also plan on partnering with grassroots UFO organizations to help spread the video 
around the world. 

“We just wanted to be creative, have fun and do something different,” Sammy said.  “We love to challenge 
ourselves in this digital age of do it yourself music videos, so we had fun being artistic with the project.”  “We 
barely slept 10 hours over the course of three days filming this video, but it was so fun and well worth it.”  
“Besides, we still have our puppets so who knows what we will use them for in the future.”  

The Wiley Ones music video for “UFO MAN” dropped on “World UFO Day”.  The video will be hosted on the 
bands Youtube page and the song is currently available for purchase on iTunes. 

Links: 

OFFICIAL MUSIC VIDEO:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7N7vu9G9Qg 

 Website: http://thewileyone.com 

Facebook: http://facebook.com/thewileyone 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/thewileyone 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7N7vu9G9Qg
http://thewileyone.com/
http://facebook.com/thewileyone
http://twitter.com/thewileyone


iTUNES: http://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/the-wiley-one/id210506428 

Youtube: http://youtube.com/no7kid 
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